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NECESSITY, THEISM, AND EVIDENCE

Michael Almeida

Abstract

The minimal God exemplifies essential omnipotence, omniscience, and moral 
perfection, but none of the other properties of the traditional God. I examine the 
metaphysical and epistemological consequences of the minimal God in augmented 
S5, S4, and Kϱσ. The epistemological consequences in S5 include the impossibility 
of agnosticism—it is impossible that P(FG | E) = P(~FG | E). Indeed, evenweaker 
forms of agnosticism are impossible—it is impossible that P(FG | E) = n, 
n(0 < n < 1). The metaphysical consequences include the impossibility that 
God—or any other object—might acquire, lose, or exchange an essential 
property. It is impossible, for instance, that an essentially divine being 
might become essentially human. The metaphysical and epistemological 
consequences for the minimal God in S4 are equally untenable. I show that 
we can avoid all of these unwelcome epistemological consequences for the 
minimal God in Kϱσ. But Kϱσ has some extraordinary metaphysical conse-
quences for the minimal God. All of the problems for the minimal God 
generalize to the maximal God.
Keywords: Essentialism, S5, S4, Kϱσ, Theism

1. Introduction

If we let Fx conjoin the properties of omnipotence, omniscience, and 
moral perfection, then  FG expresses the minimal view that God is essen-
tially omnipotent, omniscient, and morally perfect.1  FG does not express 
the proposition that God exemplifies all of the essential properties found in 
the traditional conception of God. But even the minimal God has several 

1 Strictly λx, Fx is the conjunctive property of omnipotence, omniscience, and moral 
perfection and λx,  Fx(G) expresses the minimal view that God is essentially omnipotent, 
omniscient, and morally perfect. In the interest of simplifying,  FG is used, always intended 
to be read de re.
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unexpected metaphysical and epistemological consequences in the logics S5, 
S4, and Kϱσ.2

In section (2) I consider the consequences of the minimal God in the 
logic S5.3 To express the metaphysical and epistemological consequences 
the language is augmented with epistemic probabilities of the form P(_|--) 
and quantifiers ∀S and ∃S ranging over all possible states of affairs S.4 
Sentences of the form ∃SP( FG | S) = n state that there is some state of 
affairs S such that the probability of  FG given S is n. And sentences of the 
form ∀SP( FG | S) = n state that every state of affairs S is such that the 
probability of FG given S is n.

It is an epistemic consequence of augmented S5 that there are no states of 
affairs S and S' in any world such that P( FG | S) > 0 and P(~ FG | S') > 0. 
We cannot have evidence for and against even a minimal God. This is not 
an epistemic consequence in S4, though there is the weaker consequence 
that it is impossible that P(~ FG | E) > 0 & P( FG | E) > 0. On the total 
evidence E, it is impossible that the epistemic probability for and against 
the minimal God is greater than 0.

In section (3) I consider the consequences for the minimal God in S4. 
Since it is not possible in S4 that P(~ FG | S) > 0 unless it is true that ~ FG, 
no theist could assign the non-existence of the minimal God any positive 
probability at all, for any S whatsoever. And among the unexpected 

2 Unless otherwise indicated. ‘God’ refers throughout to the minimal God. The forthcom-
ing discussion primarily concerns the broad and narrow predicative versions in (1)–(2).

(1) x is broadly essentially F iff. x is necessarily F.
(2) x is narrowly essentially F iff. F is a property in the nature of x and x is necessarily F.

There are various conditional and unconditional analyses of essential properties and 
essences. See, for instance, Kathrin Koslicki, ‘Modality and Essence in Contemporary Meta-
physics’ in Sam Newlands and Yitzhak Melamed (ed.), Modality: A Conceptual History. 
Oxford, UK: (forthcoming). For criticism of modal approaches to essential properties see, 
for instance, Kit Fine, ‘Essence and Modality’, Philosophical Perspectives, 8, Logic and 
Language, (1994) 1-16. For some persuasive responses, see Sam Cowling, ‘The Modal View 
of Essence’, Canadian Journal of Philosophy, Vol. 43, No. 2, (2013) 248–266, Nathan Wild-
man, ‘Modality, Sparsity, and Essence’, The Philosophical Quarterly, Vol. 63, (253) (2013) 
760-82; Fabrice Correia, ‘(Finean) Essence and (Priorean) Modality’, Dialectica Vol. 61 
(2007) 63-84; Michael della Rocca, ‘Essentialism: Part 1’, Analytic Philosophy Vol. 37, (1) 
(1996) 1-13. and ‘Essentialism: Part 2’, Analytic Philosophy, Vol. 37, (2) (1996) 81-9; and 
Edward Zalta, ‘Essence and Modality’, Mind, 115/459 (2006) 659–693.

3 There are several who defend the view that S5 is the logic of metaphysical necessity. 
See Timothy Williamson, Modal Logic as Metaphysics (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2013), Bob Hale, Essence and Existence (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2020), Saul Kripke, 
Naming and Necessity (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1972), Alvin Plantinga, The 
Nature of Necessity (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1974), and David Lewis, On the Plurality of 
Worlds, (Oxford: Blackwell, 1986). 

4 I take states of affairs to be abstract objects existing in every possible world and obtain-
ing in some possible worlds.
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metaphysical consequences in S4, it is perfectly possible that a contingent 
property of the minimal God should become an essential property. God 
could survive that sort of change. It is also possible in S4 that the minimal 
God might acquire the essential properties of some exotic species and even 
acquire an haecceity it does not exemplify.

In section (4) I consider the consequences of the minimal conception of 
God in the logic Kϱσ.5 The unwelcome epistemological consequences of S4 
and S5 are avoidable in Kϱσ. So Kϱσ has some important advantages over 
S4 and S5. But Kϱσ has some extraordinary metaphysical consequences for 
the minimal God. In Kϱσ, essential properties are not necessarily essential and 
contingent properties are not necessarily contingent. So the minimal God, 
and of course everything else, can survive the loss, gain, or exchange of 
an essential property. The minimal God can even survive the gain, loss, 
or exchange of individual essences or haecceities. God might exemplify 
essential omnipotence and omniscience in one world, for instance, and con-
tingent omnipotence and omniscience in another. The minimal God might 
uniquely exemplify an haecceity in one world and not exemplify that haec-
ceity in another. It is true in Kϱσ that God could survive the exchange of the 
complete profile of essential properties for another.

In section (5) I consider some of the consequences of Kϱσ for philosophical 
theology. Among the more fascinating consequence of Kϱσ is that there might 
be entire regions of metaphysical space governed by S5 and other regions 
of metaphysical space governed by, say, T or still weaker logics. In some 
of these regions the S5 theorems are contingently necessary and in others 
the T theorems are contingently necessary. Regions might feature local con-
sequence relations S5 and T that govern inference and argumentation in 
those areas only. And valid reasoning in philosophical theology will depend 
on the particular region we happen to inhabit.

2. On the Consequences of S56

The evidence against the existence of the minimal God typically includes 
intrinsically bad states of affairs such as the suffering of sentient creatures 
and the evidence for the existence of God typically includes intrinsically 
good states of affairs such as the flourishing of sentient creatures. There is, 

5 Kϱσ is normal, symmetric, and reflexive. It is equivalent to the Brouwer system B.
6 Strictly, the consequences to follow are for augmented S5, S4, and Kϱσ for the proposition 

 FG. The logics must be augmented with the epistemic probability operator P(—|---). The 
metaphysical consequences of these logics for philosophical theology of course do not depend 
on the epistemic probability operator. I thank a referee for Logique et Analyse for noting 
this.
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however, a proof that there cannot be any states of affairs S and S' such that 
S constitutes evidence for the minimal God and S' constitutes evidence 
against the minimal God.

Let’s assume there are states of affairs S and S' such that S constitutes 
some evidence for  FG and S' constitutes some evidence for ~ FG.  FG 
expresses the proposition that God is essentially omnipotent, omniscient, 
and morally perfect. So, we should expect that the epistemic probabilities 
of  FG and ~ FG are both positive. But it is a consequence of S5 that 
positive epistemic probabilities for both  FG and ~ FG are impossible. 
Let P( FG | S) be the probability of  FG on the evidence S and assume that 
◊(S & S') or that S and S' are compossible. Our initial assumption is in (1).7

(1) P( FG | S) > 0 & P(~ FG | S') > 0

The position described in (1) is what most religious believers and non- 
believers maintain.8 There is some evidence that raises the probability that 
the minimal God exists above 0 and there is some evidence that raises the 
probability that the minimal God does not exist above 0. Almost no one 
believes that P( FG | S) = 1 or that P(~ FG | S') = 1. But if S' is a possible 
state of affairs, then we know that  (S' →  FG) → P( FG | S') = 1.9 The 
state of affairs S' entails  FG only if the probability of  FG on S' is 1.

(2) (S' →  FG) → P( FG | S') = 1

And so if it is true that P(~ FG | S') > 0, then we know from (2) that 
~ (S' →  FG).

(3) P(~ FG | S') > 0 → ~ (S' →  FG)

7 The forthcoming argument does not depend on an objectivist interpretation of P(FG | S). 
On an epistemic interpretation, agents that assign P( FG | S) = n, n(0 < n < 1) will find 
that the probability assignment entails a contradiction, since it follows from P( FG | S) = n, 
n(0 < n < 1) that  (S → ~ FG). And if  (S → ~ FG) then P(~ FG | S) = 1, on any inter-
pretation of probability. But the propositions P( FG | S) = n, n(0 < n < 1) and P(~ FG | S) = 1 
are inconsistent. On the most natural interpretation of P( FG | S) in this context, since we are 
concerned with evidence S for  FG, P( FG | S) represents epistemic probability. For a 
discussion of epistemic probability, objective probability, and credence, see D.H. Mellor, 
Probability, A Philosophical Introduction (New York: Routledge, 2005).

8 The probability axioms alone do not entail that P( FG | S) has any particular value and 
so do not rule out (1). It is false, for instance, that P( FG | S) = 1 by axiom (2).

Axiom (1): P(X) ≥ 0 for all proposition X.
Axiom (2): P(T) = 1, where T is a logically necessary proposition.
 Axiom (3): If propositions X and Y are logically incompatible, then P(X 0 Y) = (P(X) + 
P(Y)).
9 If  (S →  FG) then P( FG | S) = 1, since P( FG | S) = P(( FG & S) | P(S) = 1.
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But it is a theorem in S5 that S' entails  FG or S' entails ~ FG, and so (4) 
is also an S5 theorem.10

(4) ~ (S' →  FG) →  (S' → ~ FG)

And from (1), (2), and (4) it follows that S' entails ~FG.

(5)  (S' → ~ FG)

Since strengthening antecedents is valid for strict conditionals, the propo-
sition in (5) entails (6).

(6)  ((S' & S) → ~ FG)

And from (6), (2), and ◊(S & S'), it follows that the probability that God 
does not exist on S and S' is 1.

(7) P(~ FG |S' & S) = 1

So it follows from the fact that S' provides some evidence against the 
minimal God that S & S' provides conclusive evidence against the minimal 
God. So, it is a consequence of S5 that P(~ FG | S') > 0 → P(~ FG | S' & 
S) = 1. We could also show that P(~ FG | S') > 0 → P(~ FG | E) = 1. So if 
there is any evidence at all against the minimal God, then ~ FG is certain 
on the total evidence E.

But it is also true, analogous to (3) above, that if the probability that God 
exists on evidence S is greater than 0, then S does not entail that God does 
not exist.

(8) P( FG | S) > 0 → ~ (S → ~ FG)

But as noted above it is a theorem of S5 that S entails  FG or S entails 
~ FG. And so (9) is true.

(9) ~ (S → ~ FG) →  (S →  FG)

And from (1), (8), and (9) it follows that (10).

(10)  (S →  FG)

10 The theorem in (4) can seem false. But if we assume ~(S' →  FG) then ◊(S' & 
~ FG). But if ◊~ FG, then   ~  FG, since every world is modally equivalent in S5. But if 
~ FG then (S' → ~ FG). So, ~(S' →  FG) → (S' →  FG).
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The proposition in (11) follows from (10) and strengthening antecedents.

(11)  ((S' & S) →  FG)

And from (11), (2) and ◊(S & S') we can conclude that the probability 
that the minimal God exists given S and S' is 1.

(12) P( FG | S & S') = 1

Since it follows from (7) that P( FG | S' & S) = 0, it follows from (7) 
and (12) that (13).

(13) P( FG | S & S') = 1 & P( FG | S & S') = 0

The proposition in (13) is impossible, so we can validly conclude that 
the assumption in (1) is necessarily false.11 But if (1) is necessarily false, 
then it is impossible that there is some state of affairs S that constitutes 
some evidence for  FG and some state of affairs S' that constitutes some 
evidence against  FG. That is, there cannot be some evidence in favor of the 
minimal God and some evidence against the minimal God.

The conclusion that (1) is necessarily false is surprising. It is little more 
than a truism that some state of affairs S constitutes at least some evidence 
for the existence of the minimal God and some state of affairs S' constitutes 
at least some evidence against the existence of the minimal God.

11 There is a non-conditional version of the argument as well. Here’s the proof followed 
by a justification for each line.

(1) P( FG | S) > 0
(2) P( FG | S) > 0 → ◊ FG
(3) ◊ FG →   FG
(4)   FG → P( FG) = 1
(5)   FG → ∀SP( FG| S) = 1
(6)  ∀SP( FG | S) = 1

Let Γ be an epistemic agent who believes that P( FG | S) > 0. Here is the justification 
for each line of the proof.

For (1) Γ believes that P( FG | S) > 0.
For (2), if Γ believes that P( FG | S) is positive, then Γ believes that  FG is at 
least possible. Γ believes that impossible propositions get assigned probability 0 ~◊ FG 

→ P( FG) = 0 and (2) is just the contrapositive of that proposition.
For (3), Γ believes that, in S5, possibility entails necessity for true attributions of essential 

properties such as  FG.
For (4), Γ believes that necessary truths are assigned probability 1 and that  FG is a 

necessary truth.
For (5), Γ infers from (4) that (5)   FG → P( FG | S) = 1 for any S at all.
For (6), Γ infers ∀SP( FG | S) = 1 from (1) – (5).
To get to the explicit contradiction we need only iterate the proof.
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The consequences of S5 for the minimal God all generalize to the max-
imal conception of God. The maximally great God in Hartshorne, Malcolm, 
and Plantinga exemplifies essential omnipotence, omniscience, moral per-
fection in every possible world.12 But the consequences in S5 require only 
that the minimal God exemplify essential omnipotence, omniscience, and 
moral perfection.

On the plausible assumption that our total evidence E provides some 
evidence for ~ FG and some evidence for  FG we could have reached the 
contradiction in (14).

(14) P( FG | E) = 1 & P( FG | E) = 0

In addition to the contradictions following from (1), it is evident that we 
can derive a contradiction from the agnostic proposition that P( FG | S) = .5 
& P(~ FG | S') = .5 or from the agnostic proposition in (15).

(15) P( FG | E) = .5 & P(~ FG | E) = .5

According to (15) the total evidence E for and against the existence of 
the minimal God is about equal. When we consider all of the arguments 
advanced in favor of the existence of God and against the existence of God 
we might find that (15) is a reasonable position.13 The probability that the 
minimal God exists on the total evidence is roughly equal to the probability 
that the minimal God does not exist on the total evidence. But from the left 
conjunct in (15) it follows that  (E → ~ FG) and from the right conjunct in 
(15) it follows that  (E →  FG). And from  (E → ~ FG) and  (E →  FG) 
together we can derive the contradiction in (14). So the proposition in (15) 
is also necessarily false. It is not possible that the probability of  FG on the 
total evidence is about the same as the probability of ~ FG on the total 
evidence.

In general, it is impossible that the probability of P( FG | E) = n for any 
n between 0 and 1. (16) is necessarily false for any n (0 < n < 1).

(16) P( FG | E) = n & P(~ FG | E) = (1 - n)

12 See Alvin Plantinga, The Nature of Necessity (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1974), 
Charles Hartshorne, Man’s Vision of God (New York: Harper & Row, 1941), and Norman 
Malcolm, ‘Ontological Arguments’, Philosophical Review 69 (1960) 41-62. The maximal 
God is represented as λx, Mx(G) expressing the proposition that necessarily, God is 
essentially maximally excellent.

13 Compare William Rowe, ‘The Evidential Argument from Evil: A Second Look’ in 
Daniel Howard-Snyder (ed.) The Evidential Argument from Evil (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 1996) pp. 262-285. According to Rowe, if k contains all of the shared 
background evidence for and against the existence of God, then P(G | k) = P(~G | k) = .5. 
But this proposition entails a contradiction in S5. And so does Rowe’s conclusion that P(G 
|P & k ) = .33.
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It is common for theists to assign P( FG | E) roughly [.7, .9] and assign 
P(~ FG | E) roughly [.1 , .3] so the probability that God exists is roughly 
in the interval .7 to .9 and the probability that God does not exist is roughly 
in the interval .1 to .3.14 But it is impossible that the probabilities of  FG 
and ~ FG take any of these values.

In S5, the only possible assignment of values to P( FG | E) are 0 and 1. 
(17) is necessarily true. But virtually no one assigns certainty to the existence 
or non-existence of the minimal God.

(17) P( FG | E) = 1 0 P(~ FG | E) = 1

And, for all possible states of affairs S, (18) is also a theorem.

(18) ∀SP( FG | S) = 1 0 ∀SP( FG | S) = 0

Either every state of affairs in every possible world constitutes conclusive 
evidence for  FG or every state of affairs in every possible world constitutes 
conclusive evidence against  FG. (18) has the bizarre consequence that either 
 FG or ~ FG is certain given the state of affairs of there being six trees in 
your front yard. This is necessarily true despite the fact that the number of 
trees in your front yard is obviously irrelevant to the existence of the minimal 
God. (18) follows from (19) and the S5 theorem that   FG 0  ~   FG.

(19)  FG → ∀SP( FG | S) = 1 & ~   FG → ∀SP(~   FG | S) = 1

The theorem in (19) states that, if  FG is true, then every possible states 
of affairs constitutes conclusive evidence for  FG and if ~ FG is true, then 
every possible state of affairs constitutes conclusive evidence that ~ FG. 
(19) entails that, for every possible state of affairs S, whether S is evidence 
for or against  FG depends entirely on whether  FG is true. Apart from the 
truth of  FG there is no state of affairs that constitutes any evidence at all 
for or against God’s existence.

3. On the Consequences of S4

The logic of metaphysical necessity in S5 places important restrictions 
on the essential properties that God, or anything else, might exemplify. 
Since the logic includes the theorems ∀x(◊ Fx →  Fx) and ∀x( Fx → 
  Fx), there are no contingent essential properties or contingent contingent 

14 This is based on my experience that theists (i.e., serious-minded theists) almost never 
assign certainty to their theistic beliefs. It might be partly due to the Bayesian consequence that 
the higher one’s probability for theism, the less significant all contravening evidence becomes. 
As we approach certainty, Bayesians urge that we arrive at the incredible epistemic position in 
which even very serious contravening evidence counts for very little against theistic belief.
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properties in S5. It is a consequence of S5 that essential properties are in 
general necessarily essential and contingent properties are in general neces-
sarily contingent. It is impossible in S5 that God, or anything else, gains, 
loses, or exchanges an essential property.15 

Of course, S5 does not rule out different objects exemplifying the same 
essential property since it is possible that  FG &  FC, for instance. And S5 
does not rule out that an essential property of one object might be a 
contingent property of another, since it is possible that  FG & FC. But it is 
impossible that  FG & ◊ ~ FG or ~   FG & ◊  FG So, if omnipotence is 
an essential property of God, then it is necessarily an essential property of 
God. But it might be a contingent property of some other object. And if 
impassibility is contingent property of God, then impassibility could not be 
an essential property of God. But it might be an essential property of some 
other object.

The S5 theorems also restrict individual essences or haecceities. If  Fx 
is an individual essence of God then God exemplifies Fx in every possible 
world and nothing other than God exemplifies Fx—either contingently or 
essentially—in any possible world. If we introduce haecceities into S5—so 
that  Fx is an individual essence or haecceity of God just if  (FG & ∀x(Fx 
↔ x = G))—then it is evident that, as with essential properties generally, 
God cannot survive the loss, gain, or exchange of an individual essence. 
There are no contingent haecceities in S5, either.

Since there are no possible worlds in which the minimal God gains, loses 
or exchanges an essential property, S5 ensures that there are no qualitatively 
identical worlds that differ only haecceitistically. There are no possible 
worlds that differ only with respect to, for instance, the particular individu-
als exemplifying essential omnipotence, omniscience, and moral perfection. 
Everything is such that, if it exemplifies an essential property  Fx, then it 
necessarily exemplifies  Fx—it exemplifies  Fx in absolutely every pos-
sible world. If haecceitism is the view that there are distinct possible worlds 
that differ only with respect to the individuals exemplifying properties, then 
S5 rules out haecceitism.16

15 There is some ambiguity in the notion of exchanging an essential property. Exchanging 
essential properties does not in general require the loss of any properties.

(1) It is true in w that God and b exchange essential properties  FG and  Gb in w' just 
if it is true in w that  FG &  Gb and ~  GG & ~  Fb. and there is some (relatively) possible 
world w' in which God and b exist and ~  FG & ~  Gb and  GG &  Fb.

(2) It is true in w that God and b weakly exchange essential properties  FG and  Gb in w' 
just if it is true in w that  FG &  Gb and ~ GG & ~  Fb. and there is some (relatively) pos-
sible world w' in which God and b exist and it is true that  FG &  Gb and  GG &  Fb.

16 Haecceitism implies that two worlds differing only with respect to individuals exem-
plifying properties are qualitatively identical (indiscernible) worlds. My thanks to a referee 
for Logique et Analyse for the suggested revision. There are a number of formulations of 
haecceitism, but it is normally assumed that essentialism restricts, but does not rule out 
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The logic of metaphysical necessity in S4 places fewer restrictions on 
the essential properties that the minimal God might exemplify. The minimal 
God exemplifies only essential omnipotence, omniscience, and moral per-
fection but, despite the weakened restrictions, there are several untenable 
epistemic consequences. (20) is an S4 theorem.

(20)  FG → ∀SP( FG | S) = 1

And (21) follows directly from (20).

(21) ∃SP(~  FG | S) > 0 → ~ FG

According to (21), if there is any evidence at all against the existence of 
God, then God does not exist. If ~  FG is true, then ~  FG is included in 
our total evidence E for and against the existence of God. So, if it is true 
that ~  FG, then E includes ~  FG , and so  (E → ~  FG). So we can derive 
(22).

(22) ∃SP(~  FG | S) > 0 → P(~  FG | E) = 1

According to (22), if there is any evidence at all against the existence of 
God, then the non-existence of God is certain on the total evidence E. 
So no theist could assign any positive probability to the non-existence of 
God, given any evidence at all.

But it’s worth noting that S4 does not entail that there cannot be states 
of affairs S and S' such that S constitutes some evidence for ~  FG and S' 
constitutes some evidence for  FG. So (23) is possible.

(23) P(~  FG | S) > 0 & P( FG | S') > 0

It is a major epistemic advantage of S4 that (23) is possible. The argument 
against (23) in S5 showed that it is impossible that there is some evidence 
for the minimal God and some evidence against the minimal God. But cer-
tainly that is possible.

Since it is false in S4 that ◊  FG. →   FG., we cannot reach the 
conclusion from (23) that P( FG | S') = 1. So the proposition in (23) is 

haecceitism. Both claims are false. S5 essentialism does in fact rule out haecceitism and, as 
we will see, Kϱσ essentialism does not restrict haecceitism at all. Note that even in non-
classical S5 we cannot verify haecceitism as understood here. There are, for instance, no 
two worlds in S5 such that God exemplifies  Fx at w and b exemplifies  Fx at w'. God 
will exemplify  Fx at w' as well, even if God is not in w'. Compare Brad Skow, ‘Haecceitism, 
Anti- Haecceitism and Possible Worlds’, Philosophical Quarterly, Vol. 58, No. 210, (2007) 
98-107 and ‘More on Haecceitism and Possible Worlds’, Analytic Philosophy 52 (2011): 
267-269 and Sam Cowling, ‘Haecceitism for Modal Realists’, Erkenntnis, 77 (2012) 399-
417.
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possible. Of course, (21) guarantees that (23) is true only in worlds where 
it is also true that ~  FG. In such worlds we can assign some positive epis-
temic probability to  FG though we know the proposition is false. But (23) 
does not entail a contradiction. We might distinguish our knowledge that 
 FG is false, for instance, from our certainty that it’s false, and so assign  FG 
a probability greater than 0.

There are many other reasonable epistemic positions that are impossible 
according to S4. It is not possible that there is some evidence against the 
existence of God and that the probability that God exists on the total evi-
dence is greater (or even much greater) than the probability that God does 
not exist. (24) and (25) are both impossible.

(24) ∃SP(~  FG | S) > 0 & [P( FG | E) > P(~ FG | E)]

(25) ∃SP(~  FG | S) > 0 & [P( FG | E) >> P(~ FG | E)]

It is also impossible that the probability that God exists on the total 
evidence is about equal to the probability that God does not exist on the 
total evidence. From (21) and (22) we know that P(~  FG | E) > 0 only if 
P(~  FG | E) = 1, so (26) is impossible.

(26) P(~  FG | E) = .5 & P(  FG | E) = .5

And in general we cannot assign P(~  FG | E) any probability except 0 
or 1 on the total evidence E. (27) is also impossible in S4.

(27) P(~  FG | E) = n & P(  FG | E) = (1 – n), (0 < n < 1)

This proposition follows again from the fact that P(~  FG | E) is positive 
only if  (E → ~  FG).

There are some surprising metaphysical consequences in S4. The for-
mula ∀x(◊  Fx →  Fx) or, equivalently, ∀x(~  Fx →  ~  Fx) is not theo-
rem in S4. So contingent properties of the minimal God in S4 are not 
necessarily contingent. The minimal God can survive a contingent prop-
erty—say, the property of having uttered the name ‘Abraham’ at time t—
becoming an essential property. (28) is possible, so the minimal God can 
also survive the acquisition of an essential property—say, the property of 
sempiternality— that it does not currently exemplify.

(28) ◊ SG & ~  SG

Indeed, S4 allows that the minimal God can become the maximal God, 
since it is possible that the minimal God acquires maximal greatness. The 
minimal God might acquire essential omnipresence, aseity, sovereignty, 
necessary existence, and the remaining attributes of maximal greatness. 
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If Mx conjoins the properties of maximal greatness—the properties of the 
maximal God—then it is true in some worlds in S4 that ( FG & ~  MG) & 
◊  MG. The minimal God is not maximally great, but could have been 
maximally great.

But God cannot survive the loss of  Mx. Since it is a theorem in S4 that 
∀x(◊ ~  Fx → ~  Fx) or, equivalently, ∀x( Fx →   Fx), God cannot sur-
vive the loss of any essential properties. So, for instance, God might lack 
essential maximal greatness in w0 and survive the acquisition of essential 
maximal greatness in w1. And, though there are worlds in which God lacks 
essential maximal greatness, there are simply no worlds in which God sur-
vives the loss of essential maximal greatness.17

According to S4, it is perfectly possible that a contingent property of 
God should become an essential property of God. Consider the contingent 
property that God creates some domain of objects. In S4 it is possible that 
God necessarily creates that domain of objects.18 Supposing, for instance, 
that we are all contingent beings, S4 ensures that we might all have been 
necessarily existing beings. And it might have been an essential property of 
God that the only objects he creates are necessarily existing objects. In S4 
it is a matter of contingent fact whether the actual world necessarily obtains 
and whether everything in it necessarily exists.

17 In every possible world accessible from w1 God exemplifies  Ox. It is only in the 
relatively impossible world w0 that God fails to exemplify  Ox. So God cannot lose an 
essential property. Here is an S4 model, but it is true in every S4 model that objects cannot 
lose essential properties.

↶ ↶
w0 → w1

 FG & ~OG  OG
18 Consider the S4 model below. Let w1 and w0 have the same domain and let d name the 

objects in the domain of w0 and let E!x be an existence predicate. It is true at w0 that the objects 
in d contingently exist. It is also true at w0 that the objects in d might necessarily exist.

↶
w2

~E!d
↑
↶ ↶
w0 → w1

E!d  E!d
◊ E!d
◊~ E!d

So, if w0 is the actual world, then it is true that all (or most) of us contingently exist. But 
it is also true that all of us might necessarily exist. It is also true that everything that occurs 
is a contingent event, but that every event—birth, death, coming to be, passing away, etc.—
might have been metaphysically necessary.
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But it could also have been true that God is essentially incarnate. Since 
(28) allows that God might acquire a human nature, it might be true that 
both  FG &  HG. The minimal God might also be human. It is true that 
God might acquire an essential property, but it is impossible that God might 
discard an essential property. God cannot discard any nature, human or 
otherwise, whether or not it is an acquired nature.

But it is also possible in S4 that a property God does not exemplify at 
all—contingently or essentially—might become an essential property. 
(29) is also possible.

(29) ◊  GG & ~GG

In worlds that include no alligators, for instance, (29) ensures that God 
might acquire the essential properties of an alligator. It could even happen 
that God acquires the individual essence or haecceity of a particular alligator 
since there are worlds in which it is true that ◊  (AG & ∀x(Ax ↔ x = G)). 
In such worlds it is true that, possibly, God is uniquely and essentially 
a particular alligator.19

(30) ~AG & ◊  (AG &   ∀x(Ax ↔ x = G))

And there is no guarantee in S4 that no other object B uniquely exempli-
fies God’s individual essence in some worlds. For instance, it is true in some 
possible worlds that ◊  (FG &  ∀x(Fx ↔ x = G)) and ◊  (FB &  ∀x 
(Fx ↔ x = B)). So, in some worlds G is uniquely the minimal God in every 
world and in other worlds B is uniquely the minimal God in every world.20

19 Here is an S4 model in which it is true that God does not exemplify the property of 
being an alligator and acquires the individual essence of an alligator,  AG &  ∀ x(Ax ↔ 
x = G) where Ax is the property of being an alligator.

↶ ↶
w0 → w1

( AG &  ∀x(Ax ↔ x = G))   AG &  ∀x(Ax ↔ x = G)
                        ~AG AG

∀x(Ax ↔ x = G)

20 There are lots of S4 models in which this is true. Here is one example.

↶
w2  (FG & ∀x(Fx ↔ x = G))

↶   ↗

◊ (FG & ∀x(Fx ↔ x = G)) w0

◊ (FB & ∀x(Fx ↔ x = B)) ↘ ↶
 w1  (FB & ∀x(Fx ↔ x = B))
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Since S4 does not include the theorem ~  w →  ~  w, where w is a 
maximal set of sentences, S4 ensures that God might contingently create a 
possible world that itself necessarily obtains. Contrary to standard views on 
the principle of sufficiently reason, S4 shows that a contingently created 
world might satisfy even the strongest version of the principle of sufficient 
reason. Possible worlds might satisfy the principle of sufficient reason as a 
matter of contingent fact.21

The epistemological consequences of S4 are implausible, and so are the 
metaphysical consequences. From the truism that there is evidence for and 
against the existence of God we can derive the conclusion that our total 
evidence makes God’s non-existence certain. That consequence is incredi-
ble. But it is equally incredible that the only possible values for P(~  FG | 
E) and P( FG | E) are 0 and 1. It is possible in S4 that diverse objects might 
exemplify the same individual essence in different worlds. But it is also 
possible that ◊  FG & ~  FG, so God might exemplify the essential property 
 Fx in some worlds and not exemplify the contingent property Fx in other 
worlds22. The minimal God necessarily exists in some worlds in S4 and 
does not exist at all in others.23

21 It is the standard view that a contingently created world cannot satisfy the strong 
principle of sufficient reason (PSR). See, for instance, Peter van Inwagen, An Essay on Free 
Will, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1983) pp. 202–204; See also his Metaphysics, 3rd edition 
(Boulder: Westview, 2009). p. 150 ff. Jonathan Bennett, A Study of Spinoza’s Ethics 
(Indianapolis: Hackett, 1984), p. 115. William Rowe, The Cosmological Argument (New 
York: Fordham University Press, 1998) p. 94 ff. But here’s a small S4 model in which w1 
and w2 both necessarily obtain at themselves, since each of these worlds accesses only 
itself. But since God in w0 might have actualized either of these worlds, it is a contingent 
matter whether either of the worlds necessarily obtains. Any world that necessarily obtains 
satisfies strong PSR, so it is a contingent matter whether w1 or w2 satisfies strong PSR.

↶
w1 

↶ ↗
w0 ↘ ↶

w2 

22 It is true in some worlds that ◊ FG & ~FG, but true in no worlds that  FG & ◊~FG 
or  FG & ◊~ FG.

23 If we introduce an existence predicate E!x into S4, then we can show that, in some 
worlds, it is true that ◊ E!G & ~E!G. In some worlds God does not exist, but possibly, 
necessarily exists. In general, worlds in which it is true that ◊ E!G & ~E!G are impossible 
relative to worlds in which it is true that  E!G, but not vice versa.
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4. On the Consequences of Kσρ

We can avoid the unwelcome epistemological consequences of S4 and S5 
in Kσρ.24 The proposition P( FG | S) > 0 & P(~  FG | S') > 0 is possible in 
Kσϱ and so is P( FG | E) > 0 & P(~  FG | E.) > 0. No contradictions follow 
from the fact that there is some evidence in favor of the minimal God and 
some evidence against the minimal God. That’s a good consequence of Kσϱ. 
It is possible that P(~  FG | S) > 0 & P(~  FG | E) < 1 and, as we should 
expect, it is also possible that P(~  FG | S) > 0 & P( FG | S') ≈ 1. The fact 
that there is some evidence S for ~  FG is consistent with the probability 
of   FG on S' approximating certainty. The agnostic proposition P(  FG | S) = 
.5 & P(~  FG | S') = .5 is also possible. All of these are genuine possibilities 
in Kσϱ. Indeed Kσϱ has none of the epistemological problems identified in 
(1) – (30).

But the metaphysical consequences of Kσϱ are highly unconventional. 
Since the characteristic S5 and S4 theorems are invalid in Kσϱ, contingent 
properties are not necessarily contingent and essential properties are not 
necessarily essential. Individuals can gain, lose and exchange essential 
properties in Kσϱ and individuals can gain, lose and exchange haecceities 
in Kσϱ.

There are in Kσϱ indiscernible worlds w and w' in which one individual 
exemplifies the properties of the minimal God in w and another individual 
exemplifies the properties of the minimal God—including the essential 
properties and haecceities of the minimal God—in w'. It is possible in Kσϱ 
that the minimal God exchanges his full profile of properties with another 
individual. It is even possible that w and w' are indiscernible and every indi-
vidual in w is replaced with a distinct individual in w'. Kσϱ does not rule out 
haecceitism.

It is true in Kσϱ that God can survive the acquisition of an essential prop-
erty and can also survive the loss or exchange of an essential property. 
Neither conjunct in (31) is true in S5 and the left conjunct is false in S4. 
But both conjuncts are true in Kσϱ.

(31) ◊(  FG & ◊~  FG) & ◊(◊  FG & ~  FG)

It is even possible in Kσϱ for God to exemplify   Fx and to survive the 
loss of the property Fx. (32) is possible.

(32) (  FG & ◊~  FG) & ◊◊~FG

24 Recall that Kσϱ is normal, symmetric, and reflexive. It is equivalent to the Brouwer 
system B.
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But (32) can seem impossible.25 According to (32) God is essentially 
omnipotent, omniscient, and morally perfect in some worlds and not even 
contingently omnipotent, omniscient, and morally perfect in others. This is 
possible because what is essential to objects—including God—in Kσϱ is a 
purely contingent matter. Unlike S4 and S5, what is essential to God is not 
necessarily essential.

Could Socrates lose his essential humanity and acquire the essential 
properties of an alligator?26 This is certainly possible in Kσϱ, since nothing 
rules out (33) according to which an essentially human Socrates might 
become contingently human and a contingent human might become essen-
tially an alligator and not even contingently human.27 Socrates might persist 
through the exchange of essential properties.

(33)  HS & ◊◊( AS & ~HS)

Generalizing on (33), it is true in Kσϱ that Socrates or God or anything 
else can persist through a complete change in kind. Nothing in Kσϱ pre-
cludes the possibility that Socrates becomes essentially an alligator or, 
for that matter, that Socrates becomes essentially a cat or insect or tree.  
And the same of course is true for God. Since all essential properties are 

25 Here is a Kσϱ model in which it is true at w0 that (35) ( FG & ◊~ FG) & ◊◊~FG.

↶                 ↶
                                       FG & ~ FG    w2 ↔ w4 ~FG

↶ ⤢
( FG & ◊~  FG) & ◊◊  FG w0

 ⤡     ↶
                               FG    w1

26 See Alvin Plantinga, The Nature of Necessity (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1974). 
p. 65ff.

Could Socrates have been an alligator? … That depends. We might think of an alligator as 
a composite typically consisting in a large, powerful body animated by an unimpressive 
mind with a nasty disposition. If we do, shall we say that any mind-alligator-body 
composite is an alligator, or must the mind be of a special, relatively dull sort? If the 
first alternative is correct, then I think Socrates could have been an alligator; for I think 
he could have had an alligator body.

Actually, in Kσϱ it does not depend at all on what Socrates is essentially or what alligators 
are essentially. Socrates could lose his essential humanity and acquire the essence of an 
alligator and survive the change.

27 (36)  HS & ◊◊( AS & ~HS) is true at w0 in the following Kσϱ model.

↶ ↶ ↶
w0 ↔ w1 ↔ w2

              HS & ◊◊(               AS & ~HS) HS AS & ~HS
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contingently essential, there are almost no changes through which an object 
cannot persist.

According to sortal essentialism, Socrates could not have been an alliga-
tor and Aristotle could not have been a centipede.28 Since Aristotle is essen-
tially a human being and since the property of being human is incompatible 
with being a centipede, sortal essentialists conclude that Aristotle could not 
have been a centipede.29 But both of these claims are false in Kσϱ. Aris-
totle can acquire a centipede nature, since it is not a theorem in Kσϱ that 
∀x(◊ Fx →  Fx), and so exemplify both a human nature and a centipede 
nature. And Aristotle can lose his human nature, since it is not a theorem 
in Kσϱ that  FG →   FG, and so exemplify exclusively a centipede nature.

In Kσϱ God might also persist through the loss, gain, or exchange of an 
individual essence or haecceity. There are worlds in which (34) is true, for 
instance.30 There are worlds in which God is uniquely and essentially omnipotent, 
omniscient, and morally perfect. And there are other worlds in which God 
uniquely exemplifies the essential properties of a tiger.

(34)  (FG &  ∀x(Fx ↔ x = G)) & ◊◊ (TG &  ∀x(Tx ↔ x = G)))

According to (34) there are worlds in which anything that is identical to 
God exemplifies the essential properties of a tiger. Nonetheless it might be 
true in the actual world that anything that is identical to God exemplifies 
essential omnipotence, omniscience, and moral perfection. So the individ-
ual essence that God exemplifies depends on the possible world we are 
discussing. And of course the same goes for every other object according 
to Kσϱ.

28 See Penelope Mackie, ‘Sortal Concepts and Essential Properties’ The Philosophical 
Quarterly, Jul., 1994, Vol. 44, No. 176 (1994) 311-333. Compare P. F. Strawson, Individuals 
(London: Methuen, 1959) and ‘Entity and Identity’, in H.D. Lewis (ed.), Contemporary 
British Philosophy, (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1976), 193-220. See also David Wig-
gins, Sameness and Substance (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1980)

29 The sortal argument that Socrates could not acquire the essential properties of an 
alligator is the same as the sortal argument that Christ could not acquire a human nature and 
the same as the sortal argument that mental states could not acquire the essential properties 
of brain states. None of these is impossible in Kσϱ. There is of course debate concerning 
auxiliary, non-logical principles such as ∀x(Hx → ~Ax) which rule out the possibility 
that anything is essentially human and essentially alligator. Compare J.C. Beall, The Con-
tradictory Christ (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2021).

30 (FG & ∀x(Fx ↔ x = G)) & ◊◊ (TG & ∀x(Tx ↔ x = G))) is true in w0 in the 
following Kσϱ model. God is uniquely and essentially omnipotent, omniscient, and morally 
perfect in w0 but not in w2. In w2 God uniquely exemplifies the essential properties of a tiger.

↶ ↶ ↶
w0 ↔ w1 ↔ w2

(FG & ∀x(Fx ↔ x = G)) FG & ∀x(Fx ↔ x = G) (TG & ∀x(Tx ↔ x = G))
◊◊(TG & ∀x(Tx ↔ x = G)) TG & ∀x(Tx ↔ x = G))
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5. Further Consequences of Kσρ for Philosophical Theology

Kσϱ avoids the unwelcome epistemological consequences of S5 and S4. 
It is not a consequence of Kσϱ, for instance, that ~◊(P( FG | S) > 0 & 
P(~ FG | S) > 0) or ~◊(P( FG | E) > 0 & P(~ FG | E) > 0). But the meta- 
physical consequences of Kσϱ are extraordinary. Kσϱ allows that the 
minimal God could exemplify all and only the essential properties of an 
alligator and exemplify none of the traditional essential properties of God. 
According to Kσϱ, everything can persist through radical change, including 
the loss, gain, or exchange of all essential properties. Everything can persist 
even through the loss, gain, or exchange of haecceities. According to Kσϱ, 
it is possible that a contingent property of an object in one world is an 
essential property of that object in another, and even that a contingent prop-
erty of an object in one world is an haecceity of that object in another. The 
metaphysical consequences of Kσϱ are extremely unconventional. It is a major 
advantage of Kσϱ that it avoids all of the unwanted consequences in (1) – (30), 
but it is a highly unconventional consequence of Kσϱ that God, and everything 
else, can survive the loss, acquisition, or exchange of virtually any property.

It is metaphysically important consequence of Kσϱ that contingent 
properties are not necessarily contingent and essential properties are not 
necessarily essential. Kσϱ invalidates both ∀x(◊ Fx →  Fx) and ∀x( Fx 
→   Fx). So, contingent objects—that is, contingently existing objects—
are contingently contingent and necessarily existing objects are contingently 
necessary. Human beings exist contingently, for instance, but might have 
been both created beings and necessarily existing beings. Contingently 
existing universes might have been both created universes and necessarily 
existing universes. And so possible worlds that obtain contingently—our 
world, for instance—might have obtained necessarily. Our world might 
have been the only possible world.31

The unwelcome consequences of the principle of sufficient reason—the 
feared loss of contingency—is fully avoidable in Kσϱ. It is perfectly possible 
that God creates world w, everything in w exists or obtains as a matter of 
metaphysical necessity and nonetheless everything in w might have been 
different. In Kσϱ it can be true that a created world obtains as a matter con-
tingent necessity, and so true in that world everything exists or obtains as a 
matter of metaphysical necessity though everything in that world might have 
failed to exist altogether.

It is also possible in Kσϱ that God creates the world w as a matter of 
chance: God might flip a coin or roll a die. It would then be true in w that 
everything in w exists or obtains as a matter of metaphysical necessity 

31 The only relatively possible world. There would still be other absolutely possible 
worlds—worlds that are possible, but not possible relative to our world.
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though everything in w had some chance of not existing or obtaining at all. 
So, it might be true in w that Smith rides his bike if and only if Smith 
necessarily rides his bike, while there was a .5 chance that Smith did not 
ride his bike at all. Nevertheless, since everything in w happens as a matter 
of metaphysical necessity, everything satisfies the principle of sufficient 
reason.32

It is a fascinating consequence of Kσϱ that we can define both local and 
global consequence relations over ρσ-interpretations and correspondingly 
we can have both locally valid formulas Kϱσ* A and globally valid formulas 
Kϱσ B.33

32 It might be true that God contingently actualizes world w and w necessarily obtains. 
If so, then w and everything in w satisfies the principle of sufficient reason and is fully 
explained. Of course if w is contingently necessary, then w might not have obtained at all. 
Here’s an example where the arrows indicate what is possible relative to each world.

↶
God chooses a world 
to actualize.

→ w1 God actualizes w1 & w1 necessarily obtains
↘ ↶

w2 w2 God actualizes w2 & w2 necessarily obtains

But it might also be true that w obtains as a matter of chance and w necessarily obtains. 
Here’s a model in Kσϱ.

↶

God flips a coin
→ w1 Coin falls heads & God actualizes w1
↘ ↶

w2 Coin falls tails & God actualizes w2

It might be a chancy matter whether w1 or w2 is actualized, but once one of them is 
actualized, it is necessarily actual. That is, from the point of view of that actualized world, 
it is impossible that any other world could be actual. From the point of view of that world, 
there are no other possible worlds. So a world might be necessary even though it is not 
necessarily created. Suppose there is a .5 chance that the coin falls heads, it does fall heads, 
and w1 is actualized. In that case everything in w1 occurs as a matter of metaphysical neces-
sity and everything in w1 had some chance of not occurring. Everything that occurs in w1 
had, in fact, a .5 chance of not occurring, though everything in w1 happens as a matter of 
metaphysical necessity.

33 The logic Kϱσ has the consequence relation Kϱσ defined over all ρσ-interpretations. 
An ρσ–interpretation for Kϱσ is a triple <W, R, v> where R is reflexive and symmetric. 
Consider the ρσ*–interpretation for Kϱσ <W, R, R*, v> which is just like <W, R, v> except 
that R* is an equivalence relation defined over a non-empty subset w* of W. The resulting 
logic Kϱσ has two consequence relations Kϱσ and Kϱσ* defined over all ρσ*–interpreta-
tions. On the unrestricted consequence relation, Σ Kϱσ A iff., for all ρσ*–interpretations W, 
R, R*, v and all w ∈ W, if vw(B) = 1 for all B ∈ Σ , then vw(A) = 1. But on the restricted 
consequence relation Σ Kϱσ* A iff., for all ρσ*–interpretations W, R, R*, v, and all w ∈ 
W*, if vw*(B) = 1 for all B ∈ Σ , then vw*(A) = 1. The restricted consequence relation is a 
local consequence relation for regions of worlds w* governed by S5. Σ Kϱσ A only if Σ 
Kϱσ* A, for all A, if A is an unrestricted consequence of Σ then A is a restricted consequence 
of Σ, but the converse is false. In weaker logics like Kρ the consequence relation Kρ defined 
over all ρ–interpretations. An ρ–interpretation for Kρ is a triple <W, R, v> where R is simply 
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The globally valid formulas—formulas true in every interpretation in 
absolutely every world—will include all of the Kσϱ theorems. But in addi-
tion there might be entire regions of possible worlds—regions as large as 
the entire pluriverse—in which, for instance, the S5 theorems are contin-
gently necessary and locally valid. If Kσϱ is the correct logic of philosoph-
ical theology then arguments that are globally invalid might nonetheless be 
locally valid. Since there could be multiple consequence relations, the 
validity of ontological arguments, cosmological arguments and arguments 
from contingency, etc. will depend on the region of metaphysical space you 
happen to occupy. And the profile of contingent essential properties that 
God locally exemplifies will of course vary from one region to the next.
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